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The modeling and simulation of human organs is one of the frontier areas of
biomedicine research. It is a multi-disciplinary topic, including computer science,
physics, electronics and related medical knowledge. Hepar is the largest digestive
organ within human body. Hepatic virtualization and surgery planning system
might play a significant role in the practice of medicine.
This thesis focuses on some key techniques of hepatic virtualization and
surgery planning system. First, the segmentation result of many classic algo-
rithms is investigated, and a new algorithm for extracting hepatic outline from
clinic CT data set is explored. Based on the segmentation’s result, hepatic volume
measure and density calculation is implemented. Second, volume rendering, an
important technique in medical visualization, is studied. Because of the slow ren-
dering rate of traditional algorithms and mess medical volume data, a real–time
volume rendering method using programmable graphics hardware is introduced.
Final, the fundamental and implementation of stereo vision in virtual reality
environment is discussed.
The main contributions of this thesis are mainly in the following aspects:
• An improved Region–Competition active contour algorithm based on the
traits of clinic CT data and its robust implementation using level set
method is introduced in order to extract hepatic outline. The method
is more efficient than the manual segmentation and more accurate than the
automatic segmentation.
• Based on the segmentation’s result of hepatic outline, a method of hep-
atic volume measure and density calculation is designed and implemented,
which offers statistical data for pathology analysis.
• A real–time volume rendering approach using GPU is presented. It fully
exploits the programmable capability of modern graphics hardware, and














data set and detailed performance analysis are provided.
• The appliance of virtual reality on surgery is explored Implementations of
active stereo and passive stereo are completed. In practice, some factors
which may impact the degree of stereo affect are studied.
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